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Abstract

Models are presented of sodium tellurite glasses in the composition range (Na20)z-

(Te02)1_=, 0.1 < z <0.3. The models combine self-consistently data from three

different and complementary sources: sodium-23 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),

neutron diffraction, and x-ray diffraction. The models were generated using the Reverse

Monte Carlo algorithm, modified to include NMR data in addition to diffraction data.

The presence in the models of all five tellurite polyhedra consistent with the Te+4

oxidation state were found to be necessary to achieve agreement with the data. The

distribution of polyhedra among these types varied from a predominance of highly

bridged species at low sodium content, to polyhedra with one or zero bridging oxygen
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at high sodium content. ‘~li(:[no(l(!ls irlfli[:at~!tll;kt Lti(}st)(liurrlc:ltiorls thcrrmlvcs form

sodium oxide clusters particularly at tlw z = 0.2 cornpositiorl.

1 Introduction

Inorganic glasses possess complex structures which are intermediate between ordered ma-

terials and truly random systems [1]. A further complication is that almost all inorganic

glasses of relevance include three or more chemical components. Therefore, a thorough in-

vestigation of the atomic-level structure must include methocks that Me sensitive to a range

of length scales, due to the disorder, and to a range of atomic constituents. Because of

these requirements, any one probe typically yields only limited information about the glass

structure.

The purposes of this contribution are to describe a means for combining complementary

data from diffraction experiments and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and to present

models of tellurite glasses. The systems of interest are the sodium tellurites, of generaI

formula (Na20)Z(Te02)1_Z. Here Te02 is the glass-former and NazO is the modifier. The

latter can be used to change various properties of the material, such as the glass transition

temperature [2, 3] and the nonlinear optical response [4]. The ease of glass formation and

subsequent stability against recrystallization in tellurites increases with alkali modifier con-

tent, up to about x = 0.2 and then decreases for z >0.2. This effect is largest with sodium

as the modifying cation [2].

The structural changes in tellurite glass due to modification have been the subject of

numerous studies [2, 5–9]. There are two related issues: the binding sites and distribution

of the modifier itself,

work in this field has

and the resulting structure of the tellurium-oxygen network.

considered the latter problem. In the sodium tellurite system

Most

there

are three crystalline compositions: z = 20,33, and 50 mol-% Na.JO [10-12]. Together with

TeOz, these compositions bracket the glass forming range, which falls between about 5
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and 35 mol-% NaxO [2]. Five cliffmxmt tclluritc polyhedra arc found in these crystals [13]

(Fig. 1). The crystal structures reveal that. the coordination number of oxvgen around.

tellurium is either 3 or 4 but that there is no change in the tellurium oxidation state. The

conventional nomenclature for such polyhedra is Qn, where the index n gives the number of

bridging oxygen bonded to the central atom. In silicates and phosphates this nomenclature is

sufficient, because not only the oxidation state but the coordination number in these glasses

is fixed as well. For tellurite glasses, we extend this notation to Q%, where the subscript m

gives the coordination number. The resulting Q; for each tellurite polyhedra can also be

found in Fig. 1.

The distribution of tellurite polyhedra (Q;, in our nomenclature) has been the subject

of most structural work in this field. The neutron diffraction work of Neov [5] and Suzuki [6]

established the importance of the Q~ + Q] transformation as a function of added modifier

cation, where the Q; unit is usually understood to have a fourth oxygen nearby but not

within true bonding range (often termed a Te03+l unit). Raman spectroscopy by Sekiya et

al. [7], Tatsumisago et al. [14] and Himei et al. [15] provided more detailed models of the

structural changes, including the possible presence of all the Q; units found (subsequently)

in the crystalline forms, with the exception of the Q! unit. Recently, Sakida et aI. [9, 16]

have published results of Te-125 NMR, which they interpret as indicating the presence of

Qt, Qi, and Q: units. Q; units are rejected in their model b~ed mainlY On the fact that

the theoretically predicted bands [17] for this unit are not found in the Raman spectra of

the glasses.

The work reviewed above thus predicts that most of the Q species indicated in Fig. 1 are

present in the glass, but does not make predictions as to the fraction present of each unit as

a function of modifier. Moreover, the experiments cited give no direct information about the

modifier environmentsand their distribution. In the following, by combining complementary

techniques, we will provide models that answer both these questions.



,

2 Experimental Methods

2.1 Sample Preparation

Samples of sodium tellurite glasses were prepared by melting sodium carbonate and tellurite

together at 800°C for 15 minutes. Glasses of composition (NazO)z(TeOz) 1-= with z = 0.12,

0,15, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.28 were prepared for this study. The liquids were quenched between

steel or brass plates. Sample composition was determined by weight-loss measurements and

in some cases by electron microprobe analysis. The final compositions are precise to within

*1%. The glass transition temperatures were found by differential scanning calorimetry and

agreed within experimental error with previously published data [2].

2.2 Measurement Techniques

A variety of NMR experiments were used to measure the sodium chemical shift and the

second moment, Afz, of the distribution of sodium-sodium dipolar couplings. These ex-

periments are described in detail in several previous publications [18, 19]; here we use the

measurements reported in those studies together with other experiments to develop new

models of the glass structure. The sodium chemical shift gives information about the local

environment of the sodium cations, because the shift can be related, empirically, to the num-

ber of near-neighbor oxygen [18, 20]. k?2 yields information about the spatial distribution

of sodium, because it is related to the sodium-sodium pair distribution function through

IV12= C ~ gf?a_N=(r)r-64zr2dr, where all distance-independent quantities have been com-

bined into the constant C. We call lf2/C’ the reduced second moment, and it is used as one

oft he fit parameters in the models. The data for sodium, determined by these methods, are

listed in Table 1.

N1eutrorl diffraction was measured on the Glass, Liquid, and Amorphous Diffractometer

(G L.4D) at the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source, Argonne National Laboratory (Fig. 2). This

time-of-flight instrument has been described previously [21]. For each sample the total static
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structure factor was extracted from the data using standard codes optimized for the C L.AD

instrument. The only non-standard feature used was a 0.286 .%cut-off of the neutron energy,

to remove the tellurium neutron absorption resonance at 1.0 eV. For each sample the the

total structure factor, S(Q), was

artifacts, inelastic scattering, and

for the GLAD instrument [21].

extracted after correcting the raw data for background

multiple scattering, using the suite of programs designed

X-ray diffraction was performed on the Sector 1 bend-magnet beamline (1-BM), operated

by the Synchrotrons Research and Instrumentation Collaborative Access Team (SRI-CAT)

at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory (Fig. 2). 61.332 keV photons

were used in order to be well above all absorption resonances, achieve wide Q-space coverage,

and yield predominantly interior rather than surface diffraction. The photons were selected

with a single Si (111) crystal with a 1.6° miscut. The crystal was bent (meridionally) to

a monochromatic focus at the detector position. The monochromator crystal deflection

was horizontal, while the scat tering plane for the sample/detector was vertical in order to

preserve acceptable angular resolution. A Ge solid-state detector was used. The structure

factor, F’(Q), was extracted from the data, by correcting for Compton scat tering, absorption,

polarization, and background diffraction, following the procedure outlined by Williams [22].

The instrument dead-time was also measured and compensated for in the data analysis.

3 Results

As noted, the results from previously published NMR experiments used to make the models

discussed below are summarized in Table 1. Example structure factors from neutron and

x-ray diffraction, and the total pair distribution function derived from neutron diffraction,

are shown in Fig. 2.
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4 Discussion

Data from NMR, neutron diffraction, and x-ray diffraction were combined to generate real

space models of the samples. Table 2 shows the weight factors of the different partial struc-

ture factors in the two diffraction expcrirnents, and indicates why a variety of experiments is

necessary to obtain a complete picture of the structure. Neutron diffraction probes mainly

Te-O and O-O correlations, while x-rays are most sensitive to Te-Te and Te-O. NMR is

necessary to probe the ~Naenvironments, including Na-O and N’a-Na correlations. Together

these three techniques provide enough information to generate realistic models of the glass.

Using the nomenclature established above, we describe the structures found in the tellu-

rite crystals as follows. Crystalline Te02 has two isomorphs, paratellurite [23] (~-form) and

tellurite [24] (~-form). Both forms are composed entirely of a fully interconnected network of

4 coordinate tellurium with 4 bridging oxygens each, or in the above notation, Q~ polyhedra.

The fully modified 50 mol-% NazO crystal [12] is composed of Q: polyhedra, which consist

of a tellurium atom connected to 3 non-bridging oxygen resulting in a completely cleaved

network. At the intermediate compositions of 20 and 33 mol-% Na20 the network is only

partially cleaved, and consists of a mixture of both 4 and 3 coordinate tellurite polyhedra.

The 20 mol-% Na20 crystal [10] still retains the Q: polyhedra found in pure Te02 but in

addition has a number of bonds cleaved to form both Q~ and Q: polyhedra. The 33 mol-%

Na20 crystal [11] contains none of the original Q~ polyhedra and the network is composed

of Q: polyhedra terminated by Q: polyhedra.

The crystal structures provide estimates for the bond lengths and minimum contact

lengths (Table 2), and in fact these distances appear in the total pair distribution functions

derived from the diffraction data (Fig. 2b). Coordination numbers of the atoms involved

can be derived from these curves, but because of the complexity of the materials, both

chemically and in terms of the range of possible structures (Fig. 1) uncertainties remain.

What is evident from this analysis, however, is that the structures present in crystals are

also present in the glass of similar composition.
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To model the glass data, we used the Rcvcrsc Monte Carlo algorithm (RkIC), described

elsmvhere [25,26]. Irloura~J~)licatiorl, corIfiguraticJrls tvitl13750 atornsat theproper density [2]

(simulation cell roughly 40 ~/side) wmcgencratcd and varied randomly, until agreement

with a variety of imposed constraints was rnaxirnized. These constraints included both

direct experimental data and indirect information on the chemical structures possible in

such systems.

The direct experimental data included the total structure factor and total pair distri-

butionfunction from neutron diffraction; the total structure factor from x-ray diffraction;

the coordination number of oxygen about sodium, obtained fromNMR [18]; and the&f2

constraint on the sodium distribution, also obtained from NNfR [19]. Use of this last con-

straint is anew feature ofRNfC whichwe have added, and was accomplished by computing

ikf2/Cafter each move. This calculation isstraightforward given the fact that g~._N.(r)is

calculated after each move as well.

The indirect information included closest approach distances of the various atomic pairs

(Table 2) and coordination numbers of the tellurite groups (Fig. 1). Both types of information

were obtained from study of the alkali tellurite crystal structures [10, 11, 13]. The distances

used in the RMC models are about 10% less than the minimum comparable distances found

in crystals, to allow disorder in the bond lengths. The coordination number constraints

included those on sodium derived from N.MR data and discussed above, and also constraints

on tellurium and oxygen derived from crystal structures. Thus each oxygen was allowed to

have 1 or 2 tellurium neighbors, and each tellurium either 3 or 4 oxygen neighbors (Fig.

1). No fractions were specified for these different possibilities. Additionally, the type of

oxygen bonded to tellurium was constrained to correspond to the possibilities consistent

with the oxidation state of the tellurium. Thus only Q: and Q! were allowed of the possible

4-coordinate tellurium, because species like Q? would require a change in oxidation state of

tellurium, which is not observed. Likewise, all Q: groups except Q: were allowed. .~gain,

no compositional fractions were imposed on the distribution of Q groups. These types of
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coordination constraints are also new features of R,MC modelixlg which wc have added.

The models were evolved using the R.MC algorithm to con~’ergcnce, which means in

this context that the total mean square deviation of the model constraints from the target

constraints is unchanging. The RMC fits, essentially superirnposahle with the data, are

shown in Fig. 2. Providing a precise measure of the statistical significance of RMC fits is an

open problem, because of the difficulty in counting the number of degrees of freedom in the

constrained model. We take the models in Fig. 2 to be satisfactory representations of the

data because they do not differ at any point from the data by more than the uncertainty in

the data itself (error bars are shown at the right edge of all curves in Fig. 2).

We now discuss the structural features of the models. Fig. 3 shows a graph of the

different Q: species present in the simulations as a function of mol-% NazO. As the mol-

% NazO increases, groups of lower coordination number appear at the expense of those

with ligher, indicating that the network is progressively cleaved. The original crystalline

Te02 network is composed of Te04 trigonal bipyramids (Q:). The fraction of tellurium

atoms in Q~ groups steadily decreases from about 40 to 20 YO as the mol-% Na20 increases.

The Q: and Q: polyhedra, which maintain network connectivity while still possessing one

non-bridging oxygen, together decrease steadily from about 35 to 25 Yo. The Q; and Q:

groups reflect the breaking of the Te02 network, as they result in a terminating group

or a lone TeO~– group respectively. Based on the data for the Q: groups we suggest an

underlying chemical equilibrium attained in the melt prior to quenching. As the modifier

content is increased, the proportion of Q; first increases slightly, then decreases; next the Q:

concentration increases, then decreases; and finally the Q: amount increases monotonically.

These changes are indicative of an equilibrium distribution of all species in the liquid, with

the identity of the average species shifting towards Qg at larger modifier content.

In contrast to the work cited in the introduction, we find that all five tellurite polyhedra

are necessary to obtain models consistent with the full data sets presented here. For example,

if the Q; unit is explicitly rejected, while all other units are perlnitt,ed (again with no
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constraints on their proportions) even limited ranges of the neutrori and x-ray diffraction

data cannot be fit. However, if oniy the x-ray or neutron data sets arc used, a reduced set of
.

polyhedra is sufficient to obtain a fit. We suggest that this finding indicates that any single

data set, even of diffraction, can be expected to yield an incomplete picture of the structure

of a multi-component glass

The inter-connection of the Q; groups is due to intermediate range order. We consider

here the possible existence of rings, because rings are a common feature in crystalline tel-

lurites [13]. For example, crystalline Na2Te40g consists essentially of dimers joined through

a four-membered Te-O ring (that is, a ring of two Te and two O atoms, alternating). Fig.

4 shows the distribution of rings found in the models of the glasses. The graph shows that

rings, especially small rings, are not major components of the glass structure. Therefore,

while the glass structure is consistent with the type of short-range order found in crystalline

tellurites, the intermediate range order appears to be rather different. This difference may

in fact be the reason for the stability of the glass with respect to de-vitrification even at the

stoichiometric 20 mol-!% modifier composition: a very substantial rearrangement is required

to generate the small rings that are part of the crystal phases.

In addition to information on the network, our models give a detailed view of the in-

corporation of the modifier ion. We have previously [19] discussed models for the sodium

ion distribution, and concluded that while a random hard sphere distribution captures the

general increase in Af2 as a function of mol-% NazO it could not capture the larger increase

in lf2 near the 20 mol-% composition. Introduction of the ikfz constraint into the RIMC

models now makes it possible to examine the sodium-sodium distribution in the context of

a model which is also consistent with the diffraction data and other constraints imposed.

The resulting gN=-Na (r) for the models is shown in Fig. 5. The resulting differences in the

gNa-Na(r) Parallels the larger change observed in ~2 (See Table 1 or Ref” 13) at the 20 mol-

% NazO composition. The substantial change in modifier distribution at 20 mol-% NazO

does not appear to affect the TeOz network modification or the bulk physical properties of

9
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the glaw, both of which change only gradually as a function of addtid modifier.

The glasses fall into two groups, with the break point at 20 rnol-% XazO. The models at
.

the smaller modifier concentration have a tendency towards cation separation. The minimum

sodium-sodium contact distance in the models was 3.08 ~, but little intensity in g(r) was

measured until N4.O ~. These distributions are qualitatively different from hard-sphere dis-

tributions, which always have their maxima at the minimum approach distance. In contrast

the models at higher modifier contents increase sharply near the minimum contact distance.

Evidently, at lower modifier concentrations the sodium atoms are spatially anti-correlated,

as compared to a hard-sphere distribution, while at higher concentrations the sodium atoms

are found closer together. Thus this glass shows a significant structural change as a function

of modifier, but one that is not strongly manifested in bulk properties such as density or

T’, because it is not closely related to the glass network. To our knowledge, this is the first

report of such a sharp change in glass structure that is not reflected in the bulk thermal

properties.

5 Conclusions

The five tellurite polyhedra found in crystalline alkali tellurites are all necessary to obtain

models of the glasses consistent with a range of experimental data, including neutron diffrac-

tion, wide-angle x-ray diffraction, and sodium-23 NMR. Exclusion of any of the polyhedra

results in models that do not simultaneously fit all the available data. The resulting models

indicate a continuous cleavage of the tellurite network, with a composition of polyhedral

types appropriate for chemical equilibria, probably frozen in from the liquid.

The intermediate range structure extracted from the models shows little in the way of

rings; at the 20% modifier composition, the crystal form contains dimers linked by four-

membered rings [10] while in the glasses only a few percent of the tellurium are involved in

such rings. This difference implies that a very large structural rearrangement is neces,,ary to

10
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form the crystal from the glass, and which may explain the stability against do-vitrification

at this composition [2].

The distribution of cations has a transition from avoidance, at concentrations less than

20 mol-%, to clustering at 20 mol-%, followed by a moderate decrease in clustering. As

in supcrionic conductors, the ions appear to be de-coupled from the network, in that the

glass transition is not affected by this change in the cation distribution, but unlike supersonic

conductors, here the cations are not significantly mobile [19]. Because the ion distribution has

not been investigated in many glasses, this phenomenon of a substantial change in modifier

ordering being decoupled from thermal properties may not be unique to this system.
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Tables

Table 1: Structural data derived from XMR trlmsurerncnts, used in construction of

real-space models. The first column gives the sample composition; the second,

the average coordination number of oxygen around sodium, as derived from the

sodium chemical shift; and the third, the reduced sodium dipolar second moment,

as measured in spin-echo decay experiments.

rnol-?% X~zO Avg. CN M~/c (x 1O-3A-6)

12 5.8 0.75

15 5.8 0.88

20 5.5 3.74

25 5.4 3.95

28 5.4 4.29

Table 2: For each atom pair, the closest approach distance &in used in the RMC

models is given. These values are about 10% less than the shortest comparable

distances found in crystalline tellurites. Given also are the Faber-Ziman weight-

ing coefficients of each atom pair in the total neutron structure factor, and the

comparable weights at q = O in x-ray diffraction.

Atom Pair R~i. (~) Neutron weight X-ray weight (q= O)

Te-Te 3.08 0.079 0.481

Te-Na 3.16 0.049 0.098

Te-O 1.68 0.355 0.327

Na-Na 3.08 0.007 0.005

Na-0 2.16 0.110 0.033

0-o 2.48 0.400 0.056
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Tellurite structures found in the x = 0.20, z = 0.33, and z = 0.50 sodium tellurite

crystals. We adopt a terminology where each structural unit is identified in term of

Q;, where m = 3,4 and identifies the total number of oxygen bonded to the tellurium

atom, and n = 0-4 is the number of bridging oxygen bonded to the tellurium atom.

Figure 2: A typical set of diffraction data used to construct the models. Shown are: (a)

S(Q) from neutron diffraction; (b) G(r), obtained from S(Q) by a Monte Carlo-based

inversion; and (c) F(Q) from wide-angle x-ray diffraction (because of the Q-dependence

of the x-ray form factors, this data was not inverted). The error bars for the data are

indicated at the far right of each plot. Each graph also includes the same quantities

derived from the RNIC models, which in each case is nearly super-imposable with the

data. The data is for the (NazO)o.2(TeOz)o.8 composition. Data derived from NMR

were used simu~taneously in the fits, and are listed in Table 1.

Figure 3: Proportion of the Q; species found in the models. ■ : Q:; ●: Q~; 0: Q:; A: Q~;

A: Q!. The linesconnecting points are provided only as guides to the eye.

Figure 4: Rings per 100 Te atoms found in the models of the glasses, as a function of modifier

content. Ring size: ■ 4; •l 6; ● 8; O 10 and A 12. The lines connecting points are

provided only as guides to the eye.

Figure 5: The sodium-sodium pair distribution function from the RMC models using the

NMR data.
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